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Expressiveness of GNNs

GNNs learn incomplete graph invariants 

- MPNNs are bounded by 1-WL

Expressiveness comes at a computational cost

- Higher order GNNs

Efficient algorithms for planar graph isomorphism exist

- Weinberg, 1968: Triconnected planar graphs in 
- Tarjan & Hopcroft, 1971: Extend to all planar graphs

Indistinguishable by 1-WL



Can we efficiently learn complete planar graph invariants?



The PlanE framework



BasePlanE: a simple instance of PlanE 

TriEnc:

BiEnc:

CutEnc:

Encoder based on 
Weinberg’s Algorithm

Hierarchical Encoder over 
SPQR tree

Hierarchical Encoder over 
Block-Cut tree

Update: Node-level by readout from each of these encoders.



BasePlanE: a simple Instance of PlanE 

The runtime of one BasePlanE layer is              , with a one-off pre-processing of            .

BasePlane requires a logarithmic number of layers: 



Empirical Evaluation



Expressiveness experiments: EXP & P3R 

We evaluate on EXP consisting of planar graphs representing SAT instances.

We propose a new synthetic dataset P3R: 
Learning the equivalence classes of 3-regular planar graphs with 10 nodes.



Structure detection experiment: QM9CC

We evaluate the ability of detecting structural graph information without explicit access to the 
target structure. The task we propose is:

Given a subset of graphs from QM9, predict the graph-level clustering coefficient (CC). 



Scalability experiment: TIGER

BasePlanE manages to scale to large planar graphs, while competitive models suffer from 
memory constraints.



Real-world dataset: QM9



Real-world datasets: ZINC & MolHIV



Summary and outlook

We propose PlanE as a framework for planar representation learning, and we show that the 
BasePlanE instance can learn complete graph invariants over planar graphs.

We evaluate BasePlanE on synthetic datasets for expressiveness (EXP & P3R), scalability 
(TIGER-Alaska), and detecting structural information (QM9CC).

We show that BasePlanE is competitive on molecular real-world datasets (QM9, Zinc, 
MolHIV).

Implementation: https://github.com/ZZYSonny/PlanE
Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.01180

https://github.com/ZZYSonny/PlanE
https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.01180

